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Overview
The panel will discuss the crucial role and use of technology in wage
and hour class and collective actions that are dramatically altering
the landscape in areas of complex litigation. Topics will include (but
not be limited to) the use of technology in budgeting, strategic
planning and discovery.
Corporate clients expect technologically savvy outside counsel that
are able to incorporate innovation and technology into their
practice to achieve results. The panel will discuss their experience
with these developments and will provide advice on best practices.

Challenges of Complex Litigation


Preventing documents and other information from
“falling through the cracks”



Managing costs and budgets



“Nightmare scenarios”



What other challenges do today’s litigators face?

Nightmare Discovery Scenarios


Wasting time deciphering what data is where



Putting financial resources towards a process that
turns out poorly



Dealing with uncooperative opposing counsel



Having to repeat any portion of the search process

How to Approach Complex Litigation


Focus on three critical buckets – the “three P’s”


People



Process



Platform

How do you assess cases
to determine what kind of technology
(if any) is appropriate?

In other words, can technology do it all?

Discovery & Technology


Tailoring discovery processes to accommodate electronic documents



Creating a process to collect, manage and review data for relevant
information


EDRM



Life cycle



Preservation



Predictive coding



Interplay between experts

What is EDRM?

Getting Started


Determine strategy for each request in Management Log



Request types


All documents






EDRM

Specific documents or data


Can be handled separately



Search terms not appropriate

Database information


Characteristics, relationships, fields

Application of Analytics


Predictive coding = categorization



Concept clustering





ECA assessment



Concept searching



Search term development



Review streamlining

Text analytics (email threading, near dupe)
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Application of Analytics




Manual Review


TREC Legal Track report



RAND Institute for Civil Justice report



Less efficient

Technology Assisted Review (TAR)


Equal or higher accuracy



Faster



Lower cost

* Subject to “garbage in-garbage out”

Nontraditional ESI


Types of Nontraditional ESI


Structured Data and Big Data



Chat Logs



IoT, Connected Devices, Cars



Wearable Devices



Mobile Devices, Voicemails and Audio Recordings



Secret, Snapchat and YikYak

Nontraditional ESI



E-Discovery Issues


Data Types



Control



Production Format

Structured Data



Databases



Legacy Systems



Move to NoSQL



Stored in the ordinary course?



How is this different from unstructured data?



How do you produce it?

The Impact of Technology



Does technology do away with the need for client involvement
and assistance with the identification, collection and
preservation of relevant information?




And if so, should it?

How does technology impact your relationship with and
strategy concerning opposing counsel?

Other Strategic Considerations



How much involvement do you allow opposing counsel to have
in the e-discovery process?



How do you handle a “low-tech” opposing counsel?



Should the partner/lead attorney be involved in the nuts and
bolts of the e-discovery process?

Keeping an Eye on Cost


Interactive budgets



Ensuring efficiencies


Lean Six Sigma



Process maps



Staffing questions



Question: Can alternative fee structures be used in
complex litigation? If so, how?

Biggest Cost Items


Document Review


2/3 of all e-discovery costs!



Legal Hold



Hosting Data



Fixing Mistakes



Company Operational Costs


Personnel



IT Resources

Attorney Competence


Reasonableness is the standard.



ABA Model Rule 1.1, Comment 8 amended in 2012:
“To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should
keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the
benefits and risks associated with relevant technology[.]”



Rule 3.4: A lawyer shall not


(a) …“unlawfully obstruct another party’s access to evidence”



(d) …“fail to make reasonably diligent effort to comply with a legally
proper discovery request by an opposing party”

Attorney Competence: Practices


Exercise reasonable diligence in all aspects of increasingly complex
discovery



Keep up with technology


Compliance with discovery requests



Efficient process for clients



Informed communication with other parties



Cope with increased demands of supervision



Inquire into client representations about data



Make sure you have the resources you need to act quickly



Use technology efficiently

Strategies for Efficiency


Narrow scope


Cooperation and compromise



Identify overly burdensome requests



Workflows



Track and report

*Leverage documents and work product existing across multiple cases

Questions?

